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[..]However, in order to increase investment activity, boost job
creation and raise productivity growth, other policy areas need to
contribute decisively. In particular, the determined implementation
of product and labour market reforms as well as actions to
improve the business environment for �rms needs to gain
momentum in several countries.

[Ecb Introductory statement 22 Jan. 2015]



The alleged bene�ts of higher wage �exibility

I Wide belief in the bene�ts of wage �exibility
I Typical example of "structural reform"
I View features prominently, e.g., in the Euro crisis debate



Wages and Employment: Classical View
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Wage �exibility and monetary policy

I Conventional (classical) wisdom ignores that - with nominal
rigidities - impact of wage adjustment on employment works
through monetary policy
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What if monetary policy is "constrained"?

I Suppose monetary policy somehow constrained ! real
interest rate constant.

I Employment exactly proportional to demand shock.
I Marginal increase in wage �exibility ! Since employment
determined entirely by demand shock, higher wage �exibility
translates only into higher wage in�ation volatility.

I Possibly welfare reducing
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This paper

I Evaluate realistic case of "constrained" monetary policy:
concern for exchange rate

I Limit relevant case: participation to a currency area
I Policy question: does higher wage �exibility in the South
help if not accompanied by expansion in aggregate demand
(via monetary policy)?
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more the CB seeks to stabilize exchange rate

2. Increase in wage �exibility often reduces welfare (more likely
so in economies under exchange rate-focused monetary
policy).
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Model



Households

I Small open economy (GM 2005)
I Continuum of households, each specialized in the provision of
labor type i

I Wages reoptimized at random intervals (Erceg et al. 2006)
I All goods are traded + LOP holds at the level of each
individual variety

I Continuum of domestic �rms. Each hires a continuum of
di¤erentiated labor types

I Staggered prices



Monetary Policy

I Interest rate rule:

it = ρ+ φππH ,t +
φe

1� φe
et| {z }

ex. rate
feedback

φe ! 1: ex. rate peg



Optimal wage setting
I Each household i can reset nominal wage with probablity
1� θw :

max Et

∞
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Household�s wage setting problem
I (Relevant portion of the) Lagrangian of household problem
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Optimal domestic price setting: Calvo staggering
I Individual vs average nominal marginal cost:
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Table 1. Baseline Calibration

Description Value Target

ϕ Curvature of labor disutility 5 Frisch elasticity 0.2
α Index of decrasing returns to labor 1/4
εw Elasticity of substitution (labor) 4.52 u = 0.05
εp Elasticity of substitution (goods) 9 labor income share= 2/3
θp Calvo index of price rigidities 3/4 average duration= 4
θw Calvo index of wage rigidities 3/4 average duration= 4
φp In�ation coe¢ cient in policy rule 1.5 Taylor (1993)

ν Openness 0.4 import share= 0.4
η Elasticity of substitution domestic vs foreign goods 1 Cole-Obstfeld

β Discount factor 0.99
ρi Persistence of exogenous processes 0.9
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A cut in payroll taxes

I "Classical view": direct e¤ect on employment via labor
demand

# payroll taxes! " labor demand !" equilibrium employment

I Dynamic NK view: role of expansion in aggregate demand
via monetary policy

I Study how the response of employment to the payroll tax cut
depends on the strength of the central bank�s response to
the exchange rate, as measured by φe
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Dynamic response of employment to a cut in payroll tax

I Impact on employment strongly depends on exchange rate
feed back coe¢ cient





Intuition
I Consumption Euler
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I φe = 1 ! nominal interest rate does not change !
reduction in pH ,t only channel through which adjustment of
labor costs ends up a¤ecting AD and employment



Summary so far

1. E¤ects on employment of exogenous changes in labor costs
strongly mediated by response of monetary policy.

2. When the exchange rate is �xed, as in a currency union,
supply side interventions aimed at stimulating employment
through a reduction in labor costs are less e¤ective

3. Net e¤ect unblanced towards an increase in wage in�ation
instability rather than an increase in employment



Welfare



Deriving welfare objective

I Assumptions

1. Unitary elasticity of substitution between domestic and foreign
goods (η = 1)

2. Optimal employment subsidy

L � (1+ ϕ) var(ent )+� εp
λp(1� α)

�
var(πpt )+

�
εw
λw

�
var(πwt )







Welfare impact regions



I For any given value of φe contribution of wage in�ation
volatility to welfare losses is non-monotonic.

I Two competing e¤ects

1. Variance of wage in�ation increases monotonically as wages
become more �exible !Dominant when θw is relatively large.

2. Weight associated with wage in�ation volatility in the loss
function, εw/λw , falls rapidly as wages become more �exible
!Dominant when θw low
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Intuition: non-monotonicity

I Why non-monotonicity so di¤erent at �xed vs. �exible
exchange rates?

I Low values of φe : monetary policy channel still active !
Marginal (welfare) cost of higher wage �exibility quickly
compensated by marginal bene�t stemming from lower weight
of wage in�ation volatility in loss function.

I High values of φe : monetary policy channel muted !
Marginal increase in wage �exibility results in relatively small
increase in employment and in a large increase in wage
in�ation volatility.

I Under a peg, it takes a much larger increase in wage in�ation
to achieve any given increase in employment.
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Medium-scale DSGE Model



Empirically realistic model

I Endogenous capital accumulation + adjustment costs
I Habit persistence in consumption
I Price and wage indexation
I Imperfect exchange rate pass-through (sticky import prices +
distribution costs)

I Several shocks: demand, technology, export demand, world
interest rate (volatility and persistence calibrated from data).

I Calibration mostly based on NAWM �08









Conclusions

I Bene�ts of higher wage �exibility depend on the monetary
policy regime in place

I Supply side reforms might be welfare detrimental if not
accompanied by expansions in AD

I Relevance in the EA response to persistent crisis in Europe


